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Great News! 

Translation of Persia Project (TOP) 

Iran Plans to Support Persian Books in the World 

   This plan, in order to encourage the translation and 

publication of Persian works into other languages, is to 

take upon itself some of the costs of translation and 

publication of books in the target language in the form 

of a support plan, and to encourage international pub-

lishers to cooperate in translating and publishing Per-

sian works into other languages at both financial and 

honorary levels and introduce and distribute prestigious 

Persian works in Islamic studies and humanities 

throughout the global market.  

Plan’s Administrator 

The Center for Organizing Translation and Publication 

has established a department named „Translation of 

Persia: TOP‟ that decides and supervises support for 

translation and publication of works. 

Note: 

Books which are to be published only as e-books, in 

case they are made available on recognized e- book 

websites, will be supported up to 60% of the translation 

costs and a maximum of 2000 USD. In this case, the 

file of the translated book should be submitted to the 

Center for Organizing Translation and Publication. 

General Conditions of the Plan 

1- The Application Form should be completed and sub-

mitted in Persian or English. 

All international publishers on the condition of having 

a publication license can apply for the sup- port. Inter-

national publishers who have previous experience of 

translating and publishing works of Iranian origin are 

given priority. This support is only allotted to publish-

ers that meet the conditions; translators cannot apply 

for it unless they have a contract with a recognized 

publisher for releasing a book.  

2-The books should be chosen from among the ones in 

the electronic or released list. The proposals suggested 

by publishers for translating and publishing other books 

will be examined in the TOP Department, and in case 

they are approved, they will also be supported. 

3-The book (s) selected should not have been translated 

or published previously in the applying publisher‟s 

country. The request for re-publishing and re-printing 

will be processed and considered in another depart-

ment. 

4- Annually, a maximum of 5 titles requested by one 

particular publisher can be supported. 

5.The copy and ownership rights of the translated 

works will be considered based on the mutual agreement 

between the publisher in the source language and the ap-

plying publisher. 

Responsibilities and Commitments of the Apply-

ing Publishers 

1-The applicants should submit their completed form 

and written request after choosing from among the 

list of the Center. 

2-Priority is given to those applications, the pro-

posed translator of which is among the experts 

trusted by the Center and whose editor( s) are native 

speakers of the target language. 

3-Applying publishers should submit a list of their 

latest books together with their resume. 

4-The applicants should submit the CV of the trans-

lator and editor who are to work on the translation of 

the work( s). 

5-Those publishers who are to be supported should 

submit 5 copies of the published book which have a 

valid ISBN and book ID per each 10% support to the 

Center. 

6-The publishers who are to be supported should 

include the phrase “This book has been translated 

and published with the aid of the plan: Translation of 

Persia: TOP” if requested by the Center. 

************** 

POL Literary Agency is honored 

to cooperate with all publishers 

throughout the world to enjoy this 

project by help you in buying the 

copyrights of the books from Ira-

nian publishers and other affairs 

about the project in Iran . 



Pig’s bones and the Leprosy hands  

By: Mustafa Mastoor              English  text is available. 

Cheshme Publication,2014/17 th.Size.21*14,Page.120,ISBN 978-964-362-197-1  

 

 

 

Born in 1934. He is an 

Iranian writer, transla-

tor and researcher.  

Mastoor is a modern 

novelist, whose story 

situations, subjects and 

story characters have 

no normal speech, 

deeds and behavior. 

Most of his works have 

been translated and 

published by reputable 

publishers . 

   In this story the authors deals with the 

parts of the lives of the people who live 

in a 17 floor building, named Borj-i Kha-

varan. Each of these residents has their 

own problems. Although they live with 

each other, they are far from. The only 

common thing they have in their pains 

and distresses. For instance, Danial has 

philosophical problems; Hamed, a stu-

dent of photography, is in doubt with 

both Negar and Mahtab‟s love; Muhsen, 

having a PhD degree lives with his 

daughter, Dorna, and is separating from 

his wife, Simin; Dr. Mofid, a professor in 

astrology, has a ten-years-old son who is 

hospitalized due to leukemia; …. 

The characters of the story symbolically 

represent social classes, each of whom 

having an unclear future. The title of the 

story has been derived from one of Imam 

Ali‟s maxims which is: “I swear by God 

that your world in my viewpoint is more 

valueless and more inferior than a pig bone 

in the hands of a leprous”.  

◙ Published in Turkey, Italy, Russia, Azer-

baijan. 

◙Selected as the best novel in Isfahan lit-

erary Award in 2004.  

◙ Reprinted 17 times in Iran. 

Kiss the Bright Face of God  

By:Mustafa Mastoor                   English text is available. 

Markaz publication.2014/40th.Size. 21*14,Page.120,ISBN9978-964-305-547-5  

   The author, in this novel, expresses his reli-

gious, epistemological and sociological 

thoughts from the viewpoint of his novel‟s 

characters. This story is based on three basic 

axes which are doubt, uncertainty, and loneli-

ness. 

The main character of the story, Younes, is a 

student who is studying for his PhD degree in 

philosophy and the subject of his thesis is 

“The analysis of sociological factors of Dr. 

Muhsen Parsa‟s suicide”. The religious view-

point of Younes has changed as to his past 

years and has encountered many philosophi-

cal questions. His fiancée, Sayeh, is studying 

for her MA degree in Theology and has 

strong beliefs. She evades Younes due to the 

opposition of their viewpoints, because her  

attempts to get Younes out of his phi-

losophical doubts are in vain. 

Mehrdad, a friend of Younes‟s, comes 

back from The United States of Amer-

ica. His wife “Julia” who is afflicted 

with cancer has philosophical doubts 

like Younes. 

◙Published in Turkey,Italy

(Pante33),Azarbayjan

(Ganun),lebnan(Tanvir) 

◙Selected as the best novel in Gha-

lame Zarrin literary Award in 2001.  

◙ Reprinted 40 times in Iran. 

 

 

Born in 1934. He is an 

Iranian writer, transla-

tor and researcher.  

Mastoor is a modern 

novelist, whose story 

situations, subjects and 

story characters have 

no normal speech, 

deeds and behavior. 

Most of his works have 

been translated and 

published by reputable 

publishers . 

Fiction 
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Travel to the Direction of 270 Degrees  

By:Ahmad Dehghan            English text is available 

Sureye Mehr Publications,2014/19th, Size.21*14,Page.248,ISBN 9756001753336 

 

Born in 1966.His 

first novel titled 

Travel to the Direc-

tion of 270° was pub-

lished in 1996. Two 

years later, this book 

was introduced as 

one of the selected 

books in 20 years 

writing and later it 

was introduced as 

the selected book of 

the 20 years of resis-

tance literature.  

The Children of Karoon  

By: Ahmad Dehqan          Sample English text is available. 

 Sureye Mehr Publications,2013,Size 24*12.Page.238, ISBN 6955175600978 

    The story of this book is about the occu-

pation and the liberation of Khorramshahr 

from the viewpoint of several young adults 

who are present in Iranian forces trenches 

beside Karoun. In this book, which has been 

written for the adolescents, good humored 

characters advance the adventures. The au-

thor wants to make familiarize the adoles-

cents with the realities of war and real he-

roes. The narrator talks about an adolescent 

who comes to the battleground through his 

mother‟s mediation. The adolescent of this 

story attempts to perform his mission accu-

rately, although he performs childish ac-

tions. The events of the story begin with the 

occupation of Khorramshahr until its libera-

tion.  

Born in 1966..His 

first novel titled 

Travel to the Direc-

tion of 270° was pub-

lished in 1996. Two 

years later, this book 

was introduced as 

one of the selected 

books in 20 years 

writing and later it 

was introduced as 

the selected book of 

the 20 years of resis-

tance literature.  
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This is a novel with the theme of the im-

posed war and holy defense. The story is 

narrated through the words of Nasser. 

Nasser is a young fighter who has been 

present in war fronts many times, and 

leaves his school and books at the time of 

examination and, along his friend, moves 

to south Iran‟s war zones. There, he finds 

that an operation is going to be done 

soon. In this operation, a lot of his friends 

get martyred or wounded. He, himself, 

wounded, returns back. He comes back to 

his city and continues his habitual life. 

After a short time, he receives telegraphs 

from one of his friends and prepares him-

self to come back to war fronts. The story 

occurs in seven days and the author de-

scribes the events from first person point 

of view.  

◙ Published in United State (Mazda Pub.) 

◙ Reprinted 20 times in Iran. 

◙Selected as the best novel in several liter-

ary Award  such as;20 years of Resistance 

Literature,20 years of Fiction in Iran after 

Revolution,…... 



The Dead of Green Garden  

By:Mohammad Reza Bayrami    Sample English text is available 

Sureye Mehr Publications ,2011/5 th,Size 21*14,Page.385 ,ISBN 978-964-506-939

 

 

Born in 1964. He is 

one of the most suc-

cessful Iranian au-

thors of memoirs, 

fiction and war nov-

els for young adults 

and adults.  He has 

written more or less 

40 novels, story col-

lections and novel-

ettes for children, 

teenagers and adults. 

  This is socio-historical novel in which the 

life story of three generations of a family 

has been narrated. The second generation 

(Balash) and the third generation (Amir 

Hussein) have devoted the largest share to 

themselves in this story. The novel has been 

composed of two interrelated parts. The 

first part related to the events and the ac-

tions following the fall of Azarbaijan De-

mocrat Sector in the autumn of 1946, and 

the second one related to the events oc-

curred in the autumn of 1961, 15 years 

later. In fact, both parts of the novel occur 

in two weeks with a 15-year interval. In the 

first part, the narrator is “The absolute 

Wise”; in the second part, the story is nar-

rated by “Boulout”, who is the same Amir 

Hussein. In this novel, the events related to 

Azarbaijan autonomy during Muhammad 

Reza Pahlavi‟s reign, the struggle of 

Shah‟s army and democrat sector on Azar-

baijan, and the 15th term council‟s elec-

tion, have been narrated.  

◙ Published in Russia (Androshkin 

Pub.) 

◙ Selected as one of the top ten titles in 

Moscow Book Fair 2014.  

◙ Honored in Iranian Literary Festi-

vals. 

The Seven Last Days  

By:Mohammadreza Bayrami     Sample English text is available. 

Sureye Mehr Publications,2008/12 th,Size 12*24,Page.154,ISBN 978-

   This book has won the award of the best 

memory of resistance literature during 20 

years. These memories are related to the war‟s 

last seven days. Of these days, Reza (the narra-

tor) has passes three days in war zones and the 

other four days at home. This book has been 

written from the first person view, based on 

documentations and the imagination of the 

writer has no role in it. The summer of 88 

(when Iran accepted the resolution 598) is 

when the adventures of this book are finished. 

This 7-day is the narration of a soldier‟s life 

that is passing the last day of his military ser-

vice. This soldier is in charge of his unit‟s ar-

mory. In this novel, Iraqis combat, tiredness, 

fear, distress, accepting resolution 598, and the 

fighters‟ resistance have been reflected.  

Born in 1964. He is 

one of the most suc-

cessful Iranian au-

thors of memoirs, 

fiction and war nov-

els for young adults 

and adults.  He has 

written more or less 

40 novels, story 

collections and nov-

elettes for children, 

teenagers and 

adults. 
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 " The Seven Last  days" is the true story 

of the final days of the war. The author 

shows us the difference between fiction 

and reality, and narrates a shocking of the 

war time. 

◙ The book has won the award of the 

best memory of resistance literature 

during 20 years.  



Suvashoun  

By: Simin Daneshvar       English text is available. 

Kharazmi Publication.2013/13th,Size 21*14.Page.308, ISBN 978-964-5620-90-2   

 

1921-2012).Simin 

Daneshvar, in addition 

to translating famous 

works also released the 

first series of her own 

stories titled “Dead 

Fire” in 1948, and the 

second and third ones 

named “A City Like 

Paradise” and “To 

Whom Do I Say Hello” 

in 60s, and the famous 

novel “Suvashoun” in 

1969 . 

    The book the story of the novel goes 

back to the time of World War II and 

the era of the presence of foreign pow-

ers in southern Iran. Zari and Yousef are 

two main characters in the story. Yousef 

is a man who dedicates his whole life to 

fighting the foreign invaders and traitors 

and eventually he loses his life in his 

pure cause. Zari who narrates the main 

line of the story is a woman who even 

though tries her best to protect her 

house against the impact of the outdoor 

environment, but gradually on discover-

ing the realities that go on in the corrupt 

environment outside, turns into a com-

bative and freedom seeking woman. 

Suvashoun is a generalizable novel, as if 

the atmosphere of the South, is the en-

tire country and Zari represents some sort of 

developed Iranian woman and Yousef is the 

symbol of a kind of our combative intellec-

tual. A woman and a man who most proba-

bly would not have occurred to any other 

writer but Simin Daneshvar. Simin the narra-

tor who predictively pursues and actualizes 

her husband‟s destiny.  

◙ Published in United States(Mage Pub-

lishers)in 1994. 

◙ Published in Germany( Glare Verlag )in 

2004. 

◙ Reprinted 13 times in Iran. 

    Elmi farhangi Publications,1948,Size 24*12.Page.174, ISBN  
 

Dead Fire is the writer‟s  first emotional stories 

which mostly are artistic in her own way and usually 

the denouement of the story is only reached through 

the contrast of two event or two concepts or two 

lines.This collection contains 16 short stories .What 

one can see in the these stories is The  women's feel-

ings that was new in the fiction writing  that day . 

Often the hero in such stories is an educated girl with 

pedant and nobler feelings, who tears pour romantic 

by quotting several  pages about love from 

"philosophers and scholars". This book could be con-

sidered  as a reflection of personal experiences of the 

author in the form of ironic that while family and 

social issues raised. 

(1921-2012).Simin 

Daneshvar, in addition 

to translating famous 

works also released 

the first series of her 

own stories titled 

“Dead Fire” in 1948, 

and the second and 

third ones named “A 

City Like Paradise” 

and “To Whom Do I 
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Dead Fire  

By: Simin Daneshvar      Sample English text is available. 

Fiction 



Restless like Wind  

By: Mitra Bayat            Sample English text is available. 

 Madresse Publications,2007/3th,Size 21*14,Page.182 ,ISBN   964-3534-99-5   

 

 

Born in 1941.she is 

the manager of the 

literary site of 

“Touraj-nameh” and 

is active in the fields 

of criticism, compila-

tion of books and lit-

erary articles. Some of 

her books include: the 

novel of Restless like 

Wind, the novel The 

King of the Land of 

Love, the novel The 

Aster of the Soundless 

   This book has been written based on the 

life of Salman Farsi in which the author 

has combined both the past and the present 

and is seeking to answer the questions 

which Salman had faced in his inquires. 

Meanwhile the author has attempted to 

find the real character of Salman from 

among various narrations and depict his 

historical character for the young genera-

tion.  

Da (Mother) 

By:Sayyidah Azam Husseini      English text is available. 

Sureye Mehr Publications,2011/151 th,P.812.Size.21*14.ISBN 964-6409-52-0   

    This book is the narration of the memo-

ries of Sayyidah Zahra Husseini of Iran-

Iraq war which has been written by Sayyi-

dah A‟zam Husseini. Da means “mother” 

in Kurdish language. Through selecting this 

title for her book, Husseini has attempted to 

deal with Iranian mothers‟ resistance dur-

ing war time. The memories mentioned in 

this book happen in two cities, Basrah and 

Khorramshahr. The years during which 

Khorramshahr had been besieged by Iraqi 

forces form the central axis of this book. In 

that time, Husseini has been a 17- years-old 

girl and reiterates some parts of the history 

of the war. Paul Sparkman, the American 

author and translator, has translated this 

book into English. Moreover, it has been 

translated into Turkish and Urdu. Hus-

seini has declared the enemy‟s negative 

propaganda and their soft war against 

Iranian Islamic Revolution as the main 

impetus for writing the Book of Da 

(mother).  

◙ Published in United State (Mazda 

Pub.) 

◙ Reprinted 151 times in Iran. 

◙ Translated into Eng-

lish,Arabic,Urdu. 

◙Selected as the best novel in several 

literary Award  such as;Qhanipoor,the 

Book of Year,Al-Ahmad 

Born in 1963.When the 

war between Iran and 

Iraq commenced, the 

writer was a 17-years-

old girl whose father 

and brother were mar-

tyred during this war 

and her younger 

brother wounded. She 

wounded in the fall of 

1980 . Her memories of 

the days of war be-

tween Iran and Iraq, 

during the years Khor-

ramshahr had been 

besieged by Iraqi 

forces, is the worthiest 

book to be read . 
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Democracy or Democrazy  

By: Mehdi Shojaii        English text is available. 

Neyestan Publications.2014/2 th/,Size 21*14,Page.192,ISBN 978-964-2667-80-2  

 

 

Born in 1960.He is in 

charge of Nayestan 

Publications which has 

published a great deal 

of works in litera-

ture.His books 

including “An an-

chored ship”, “Father, 

love, and son”, “The 

sun behind the veil”, 

“From Habib‟s Coun-

try”, “The green com-

plaint”, “God grant 

that you come”, and 

“The Hand of prayer 

   In this book Shoja‟i has created an 

imaginary country named “Westland” 

and, through the viewpoint of a histori-

cal researcher, narrates the manner of 

governorship in this country. He, with a 

satirical viewpoint, writes about the 

Westland king who is named “Memoul” 

and has got 25 sons. The king states 

through his will that after his death the 

people should elect one of his sons 

through general election. The people 

elect his first son, and this way the gov-

ernorship is handled among 24 sons. At 

last the turn comes to the last son who is 

the most retarded son. This story nar-

rates the last son‟s term of governorship, 

that is, Democrazy. Through giving ex-

amples and evidences contrary to the 

principles of Democracy, Shoja‟i intro-

duces the characteristics of an ordered 

democracy.  

◙Published in England (Candle &Fog 

Publications) 2014. 

◙Translated into English ,Russian and 

German languages. 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

Ronj  

By :Muhammad Mahmoudi Nour-Abadi    Sample English text is available. 

Marefat Publicayions,2014/2th, Size 21*14.Page.187, ISBN 978-600-9416-07-3  

Ronj is the name of a peak in Farsi Prov-

ince. The story of this book occurs first 

within the tribe and, then, goes ahead in war, 

in Majnoun Island. Parviz unintentionally, 

commits murder. According to the tribes‟ 

subculture customs before the revolution, 

the sister of the murderer marries the mur-

dered son as a way to avoid more bloodshed. 

But Mansour (the murdered person‟s son) 

does not forgive his father‟s murderer and is 

seeking to revenge. Parviz escapes from 

Mansour and, in the end, goes to war fronts 

in order to be in security. Mansour goes to 

the front, too, in order to revenge on one 

hand, and ascribe the killing of Parviz to 

Iraqi forces, on the other. This confronta-

 

Born in 1971.Some of 

his works which have 

been awarded in na-

tional festivals in-

clude:Overflow (2010); 

I Wish Her Eyes Have 

Belied (2011); A Bitter 

Laugh: (2011); Hesjan 

Battle: (2012); Ronj: 

The first rank in the 

12th festival of Shahid 

Habib Ghanipour 

(2012). 
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tions and follow and chase go on until 

the end of story.  
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Shah without Sh  

By:Muhammad Kazem Mazinani     Sample English text is available. 

Sureye Mehr Publications.2014/8th,Size.21*14,Page. 422 ,ISBN979-964-411-268-2   

   This is a narration of the life of Muham-

mad Reza Pahlavi, Iran‟s last king, which is 

narrated from his own point of view. The 

king, who is severely ill and has been hospi-

talized, narrates his own past for which he is 

so regretful. The content of this book has 

been derived from the life of Muhammad 

Reza Pahlavi, notes, photos, interviews, and 

written documents.  

◙Introduced as one of the selected works in 

the revolution’s first festival of story in 

2007.  

◙ Selected as the best novel in Jalal Al-

Ahmad Literary Prize in Iran 2015. 

 

 

Muhammad Kazem 

Mazinani, the poet and 

the author from Dam-

ghan, is a postgradu-

ate in Persian lan-

guage and literature 

from Shahid Beheshti 

University. In addition 

to children and young 

adults‟ literature, he is 

active in the field of 

short stories and nov-

els. Five Days in Nim-

rouz, ….. 

Playing Chess with Doomsday Machine  

By:Habib Ahmadzade             English text is available . 

: Sureye Mehr Publications.2012/21 th.Size.21*14,Page.370,ISBN 978-054-506-155-1  

   The main character of this story is a 

young Basiji fighter who, during a secret 

operation for finding the location of the 

French-made radar, struggles with indi-

viduals and characters with whom he has 

been familiarized through his co-fighter 

Parviz. These characters are formed in 

this way: The retired engineer of oil refin-

ery is the symbol of the individuals who 

look at the war and its events from a ra-

tional philosophical point of view and the 

two priests and the girl represent specific 

classes of the people who, each of them, 

have been engaged in the war somehow. 

The author believes that the hero of this 

story is involved with three “machines”: 

“Doomsday machine” with which he 

hates, and “Major machine” which he 

loves and does not reach it. He is been en-

tangled within this triangle and looks at 

the events.  

◙Published in United State (Mazda Pub-

lications). 

◙Selected  as book of Iran, the best novel 

in Isfahan Literary Festivals and intro-

duced as the holy defense book of year in 

2006  . 

◙ Translated into English and Russian. 

◙ Reprinted 21 times in Iran. 

Born in 1964. He 

has been active in 

the field of resis-

tance literature and 

art and, up to now, 

has written two 

books and several 

scenarios in this 

field. He is a 

postgraduate of 

Tehran University in 

dramatic literature 

and has got a PhD 

degree in Art Re-

search .  

Fiction 



 

The Sparrows Understand Paradise  

By:Hassan Bani-Ameri               Sample English text is available. 

Nilufar Publications.2006/2 th,Size.21*14,Page. 440 ,ISBN9644482700  

   In this story Ali, Danial Delfam‟s 

(filmmaker and reporter) childhood friend 

who is one of the war commanders, gets 

martyred during a military operation in the 

Arvand River. Ali‟s corpse („Ā ‟Alījān) is 

found intact years later. In his 40th night 

ceremony a man having a very similar 

voice to „Ā ‟Alījān‟s, called Danial Del-

fam, and his other friends and introduces 

himself as „Ā ‟Alījān. This makes Danial 

to reconstruct „Ā ‟Alījān‟s personality 

through making use of photos, interviews, 

and films he has had access to. 

„Ā ‟Alījān has a mysterious face which, 

years after, Arvand has given back his cor-

pus intact. The author, through Danial Del-

fam, reconstructs „Ā ‟Alījān personality in 

order to discover the secret. This mystery 

is known at the end and it becomes clear 

that the one who introduces himself as „Ā 

‟Alījān is not any other one, but „Ā 

‟Alījān‟s twin brother.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1936-2008).brahim 

used to be applauded 

in most of the inter-

national award dis-

tribution events. His 

books have been 

among the bestsellers 

domestically.He is  

the chosen author of 

anecdotes and story 

literature during the 

20-year post-

Revolution era.  

A Man in Eternal Banishment  

 By: Nader Ibrahimi                 Sample English text is available . 

Roozbehan Publications.2014/19 th,Size.21*14,Page. 328 ,ISBN99789648175028  

    This story depicts the life of Mulla Sadra 

Shirazi, from childhood to his banishment 

to the Kavir („Desert‟). The story begins 

with Muhammad‟s childhood in Shiraz, 

when he, in his nightly solitude, emblazed 

tens of candles and thought. Gradually he 

grows and passes scientific degrees. In the 

end Mulla Sadra becomes Sadr al-

Mote‟allehin and discovers very deep hori-

zons, which has not been discovered be-

fore. But the society, at that time, was not 

able to fully understand his high thoughts. 

The more he gets closer to the glory, the 

more he is accused by the society. A Man 

in Eternal Banishment does not contain 

documentary and absolute facts, but the 

author‟s ability of writing plays its role 

throughout the story. Of the subjects of the 

book, Muhammad and his father‟s discus-

sion when he was a child, his talks to Sheikh 

Baha‟i, Sheikh Baha‟i‟s advice to him, his 

discussions with religious students, discus-

sions of substantive motion, and the priority 

of the existence can be mentioned. 

In this novel, the author advances simultane-

ously two separated, but in fact intercon-

nected subjects and makes the readers famil-

iar with the private life of Mula Sadra, and 

also the emergence of his initial thoughts and 

his philosophical and mystical doctrines.  
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Born in 1967.Some of 

Bani-Ameri‟s works 

include The Stranger 

Came Again; A Mur-

derer in the Size of a 

Turtle; A Clown Does 

not Laugh at Another 

Clown; Be the Father of 

My Deer; Don‟t Breath; 

Laugh; Say Hello; I 

Slowly Become a Bar-

barian; The Angels 

Smell Orange Smell; 

Leili‟s Cradlesong; and 

The Sparrows Under-

stand Paradise . 



Fiction 

The Angels of Punishment  

By:Abuturab Khosrawi        Sample English text is available. 

Gaman Publications.2015/,Size.21*14,Page. 394 ,ISBN978-600-7289-13-6  

 

Born in 1956.He pub-

lished his first compila-

tion of stories under the 

title “Hawieh” (abyss) 

in 1991. His works in-

clude: The Divan of 

Soumanat, the novel The 

„Asfār-i of the Scribes 

(winner of the award of 

Mehrgan-i „adab), the 

novel The Narrative 

River (winner of the 4th 

term of Houshang Gol-

shiri award), collection 

of the stories the Ruined 

 This novel is the story of 3 generations of 

a family. In this novel, the author, during 

the narration of the narrators, returns to 

remote historical and cultural past, the past 

which is still present in current life. One of 

the interpretations of this life is Mordad 28 

Coup d‟état which is part of the back-

ground of the story. “Qeisou”, Zakaria‟s 

mother, who marries periodically, the 

Balagodar‟s Khans (Lords), is one of the 

significant metaphors of this story. Her 

husbands are the Khans of the region who 

are representative of traditional wealth. 

Qeisou‟s first husband is an army‟s regi-

ment commander who stays in marriage 

contract with her just for a few days. Za-

karia finds later that his father has been 

this very short-lived husband of Qeisou‟s 

who has now left military service and has 

dressed in mystics‟ attire. This father has a 

frightening organization and many children 

everywhere of whom he chooses Zakaria 

for an important mystical mission, and this 

way both the father‟s and his son‟s fates 

become interwoven. The father wants to 

predominate the future with a deadly sphere 

after his death and, through his destruction, 

continue his despotic logic in his son‟s en-

tity. This way, a kind of patrimonial despot-

ism has nestled in the novel.  

◙ Selected as the best novel in Jalal Al-

Ahmad Literary Prize in Iran 2015. 

 

and then narrates the same events from 

Ali‟s viewpoint. In the last chapter, the 

author brings Ali to our world and nar-

rates the last story. “His I” is an attempt 

for showing ancient Tehran perspective, 

from the days of removing Hijab and, 

even, the martyrdom of Shahid Nawab 

Safavi up to Iraq-Iran war.  

◙Selected as one of the best novels by 

the press critics in 2006..  

◙Reprinted 42 times in Iran. 

 ◙Translated into Indonesian and Rus-

sian langs 

 

   This is the story of the mental, religious, 

and epistemological maturation of a child, 

Ali Fattah, which is formed in a traditional 

religious family in Khani-Abad District. Ali 

loses his father in childhood and grows un-

der the supervision of his grandfather, Haj 

Fatah. The love of Ali to Mahtab is a clean 

raw love which, through passing of time, 

becomes mature with the help of Darwish 

Mustafa. This love does not lead to marriage 

and continues 50 years later and, in the end, 

results in a wonderful union. Mahtab, along 

her sister, get martyred during Iraqi‟s missile 

attacks, and Ali gets martyred, too. This 

novel has been written in 23 chapters and 

has been divided into the chapters of I and 

He. In 22 chapters, in every other chapter 

the author uses the third person viewpoint 

His I  

 By: Reza Amir Khani              Sample English text is available . 

Sureye Mehr Publications.2014/41 th,Size.21*14,Page. 600 ,ISBN x-964-971539 

 

Born in 1973. Of his 

works Irmia (novel), 

Nāsser „Armanī 

(collection of stories), 

‟Az-beh (Long short 

story), Nasht-i Neshā 

(article), Bivtan, Sar-

lauheh-hā (notes), the 

Story of Sistan 

(itinerary), and Qeidār 

(novel) can be men-

tioned.  
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Fiction 

I am Alive  

By:Ma’soumeh Abad                      English text is available. 

Borouj Publications.2014/38 th,Size.21*14,Page. 638 ,ISBN978-964-8683-82-0   

 

Born in 1962.She got 

her MA in obstetrics 

from Iran medical 

Science University, 

and, now, she is study-

ing for her doctorate 

in embryology in Lon-

don. In addition, she 

has been one of the 

members of Tehran 

Council during the 4th 

term . 

     The is Abad‟s 4-years-term captivity 

memories in the prisons of Saddam‟s Re-

gime. This book has also been written ac-

cording to the memories of 4 Iranian ladies 

captivated. At the time of captivation, she 

was 17. This book is written in 8 chapters of 

which the first two contain her biography 

from the childhood to her adolescence. The 

third chapter is the description of the post 

revolution historical influential conditions 

and their influence on the author of the book. 

From the chapter four it describes the outset 

of the imposed war and the changes of that 

period. In addition, the day of ladies‟ capti-

vation in Iraq‟s prisons and description of 

their families‟ hopes has been presented. The 

last chapter of the book is devoted to photo-

graphs and documents.  

 

Born in 1956.He is 

known with the writ-

ing of the novels such 

as Immortal, and 

Burning Plains, and 

directing movie series 

like “One Day Ago” 

and “The Memories of 

the Imperfect Man”. 

In addition, he was in 

charge of the literary 

and artistic manage-

ment in cultural and 

artistic organiza-

tion ....  

   The theme of this novel refers to „Āshūrā Up-

rising. The main character of this novel is Ab-

dollah the son of Umayr Kalbi with whom the 

reader is informed of the events and occur-

rences in Kufah before „Āshūrā. He narrated the 

stories of the men who, just several months be-

fore „Āshūrā and in the throes of doubt and un-

certainty, changed their courses. The author of 

“Immortal” has fictionally, dealt with the ups 

and downs of the events of the months leading 

to „Āshūrā. The atmosphere and characteriza-

tions have been designed according to the exist-

ing narratives about the people‟s conditions in 

Kufah, Arabic customs, and the dreams, wishes, 

loves, and animosities of the tribes‟ peoples. 

This novel is narration of deviltry, dissension, 

doubt, decision, and action in the field of 

„Āshūrā and Karbala . 

Immortal 

By:Sadeq Karamyar            Sample English text is available 

Neyestan Publications.2013/16 th,Size.21*14,Page. 336 ,ISBN978-964-337-514-0  
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Application Form  

For Publishers     

This form is to be typed by the pub-

lisher in Persian or English 

 

Publisher’s Details  
 

Name of publishing company: 
 

Full address: 

 Postal code:  

Manager’s name or the name of the official representative: 

Office phone: (Full code necessary) 

Cell phone: (Full code necessary) 

 Fax: (Full code necessary) 

       Email: 

A brochure containing the publisher‟s background and published works is to be attached. 
 

======================================================================= 

 

Details of the original book chosen to be translated and published   
Title of the book: 

 Author: 
 

Publisher: The year of publishing: Number of pages: 

==========================================================================   
 

Language of translation  
 

Target language: 
 

The previous translations of the work in other languages: 
 
======================================================================= 
 

Translator’s details  
 

Name: 
 

Address:  

Translator’s CV: 

Nationality: 



Editor’s Details  
 

Name : 
 

Address: 

 Editor’s CV:  

Nationality: 

 

======================================================================= 

 

Suggested date of publishing: 
 
Suggested costs of translation and publishing per 1000 copies: 
 
Place of publishing: 
 
Area of distribution: 

================================================================= 
 

Details of the publisher’s bank account (To remit the financial aid) 
 

  
 

Signature (Name, Signature and Seal of the Publisher or Official Representative)  

================================================================== 

Please make sure the following documents are attached to this application: 

-Brochures containing the publisher,s background and published works. 

-Evidence providing copyrights will be or are already considered. 

-A copy of the book in the source language. 

-Samples of the publisher’s recent catalogue. 

 

Name of the account holder (Publisher):   

Bank account number:   

Bank: Bank Code: 

Address:   

City: Country: 

 

=================================================== 

Your views and suggestions on TOP:   

Date:   
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